We will present results for new object spectrum phasor reconstruction methods in speckle imaging. Each phasor reconstruction algorithm results from minimizing a very naturally defined weighted-least-squares error function. Once we pick a phasor-based error function, the remaining steps in our algorithms are developed by setting the error function variation, with respect to each phasor element, to zero. The resulting coupled nonlinear equations for the minimum error phasor array are then solved iteratively, locating the error function minimum. In these applications, we will specifically compare and contrast three implementations: 1) Knox-Thompson; 2) bispectrum, using two unit-shift bispectrum planes;
INTRODUCTION
Speckle imaging techniques have been evolving since the fundamental idea was presented over forty years ago. [1] [2] [3] [4] Many variations on this theme have been implemented, but in all cases, an ensemble of short-exposure images is collected and then post-processed to restore the object. In this presentation, we will review some, recently developed, object spectrum phasor reconstruction methods. 5 We concentrate on phasor-based phase reconstruction algorithms in order to avoid problems associated with branch points in the object spectrums. [5] [6] [7] We feel that these new phasor reconstruction algorithms offer improvements to existing methods, even when viewed against the backdrop of considerable prior work.
Most previous work on single-aperture speckle imaging approximately falls into two classes. In the first class, researchers took least-squares or weighted-least-squares methods that reconstructed phase from phase differences and then converted the methods to phasor-based algorithms. [7] [8] [9] Specifically, phase sums or differences were converted to phasor multiply or divide operations. These can be practical, intuitive methods for making phase reconstruction algorithms tolerant to branch points. However, the final results remain suspect.
In the second class, researchers started with a phasor-based error function. However, instead of directly solving for the minimum of the error, they performed a gradient-guided search in the high-dimensional space spanned by the object Juxtaposed to these methods, our algorithms directly solve for the phasor array that minimizes a phasor-based error function. 5 Once we choose an error function, the remaining steps are systematically developed by setting the error function variation, with respect to each phasor element, to zero. The resulting coupled nonlinear equations for the minimum-error phasor array are then solved iteratively. There appear to be no issues with local stationary points or other search complexities in the high-dimensional space of phasor elements. Once we have selected the error function, our iterative improvement algorithms locate a true minimum for this error function; it cannot be improved. The only element of subjectivity, the only element of doubt, is the original choice for the error function.
In our simulations, we will implement three single-aperture speckle methods on a simple object at low photon-per-frame light levels. Then, we will apply the methods to a complex extended object, once again varying the photons per frame.
Finally, we will describe how pixel size and the y x N N  dimensions of the processed focal plane array should be selected in order to obtain optimum performance in single-aperture speckle imaging.
RECONSTRUCTING THE OBJECT SPECTRUM MODULUS
We label the arrays of short-exposure data as
.
We will assume that the short exposures have all been centered with gross displacements removed. The index l = 1,2, … R labels the frame, while the next two indices, (i, j), label the pixel in the array. We take a two-dimensional FiniteFourier-Transform (FFT) on the pixel indices as
The array indices, (m, n), label the elements of the two-dimensional FFT. The spatial frequency indices are rearranged so that the zero spatial frequency is centered at the point ) 0 , 0 (   n m . We then form the unbiased average:
is the modulus of the object spectrum (FFT), and   n m H , is the speckle transfer function; this can be calculated with a reference star or even analytically. A standard Wiener-Helstrom deconvolution filter then yields an estimate of the modulus-squared of the object spectrum. In the following phase reconstruction comparisons, we use the same modulus for each of the speckle methods.
RECONSTRUCTING THE OBJECT SPECTRUM PHASE
The object spectrum, essentially the FFT of the object, is given by the modulus times the phase factor as (4) in which   n m W , is the object spectrum phase array and   n m P , is defined as the object spectrum phasor array. In what follows, we will develop and compare methods that use a Knox-Thompson or bispectrum data base to generate phasor estimates.
In the Knox-Thompson method, called KT, we start by forming the unbiased cross-spectrums from an ensemble of R short exposures:
Here, we have picked one unit offset in each direction in the FFT; other offsets can easily be analyzed. The final terms remove the expectation of the photon noise. The ensemble averaging over many realizations of the turbulence-induced phase screens makes the cross-spectrum transfer functions real-valued. 3 Therefore, the turbulence-induced phase errors are averaged away, and the phase of the cross-spectrum can be directly related to phase differences in the object spectrum. 3, 5 The remaining phases of these two cross-spectrums lead to two sets of equations for the phasor array of the object spectrum given by:
For the least-squares-best KT method, we solve for the phasor array by minimizing the least-squares error function defined as
This error function follows naturally from the cross-spectrum equations, Eq.(6). However, note that the complex conjugate phasor factor has been replaced with the inverse. For a unit modulus complex number, a phasor, the complex conjugate operation and the inverse are identical, so that
. By using the equivalent inverse form in Eq. (7), we develop an error function that only depends on the phasor array elements and carries no dependence on the conjugate phasors. With this form, when we set the variation of the error with respect to each phasor element to zero, we obtain 2 N equations that automatically incorporate the phasor constraint of unit modulus. If we had instead used the complex conjugate form, we would have had to consider independent variations of the error functions with respect to each phasor and conjugate phasor element. These 2 2 N equations, along with the 2 N unit modulus constraints, would eventually lead to the same final equations for the least-squares-best phasor array, Eq.(10), below. By incorporating the
form directly into the error function, we can derive the correct minimum error equations much more directly.
This same method is repeated in all of the error functions.
Equation (7) is a subjective element in the procedure. Certainly other error functions could be generated, but it seems difficult to develop a more natural choice. To proceed, we set the variation of the error with respect to each   n m P , equal to zero. The resulting equations that locate the error function minimum, can be put in the form
Each of these derivatives, for each array element, can be rearranged to 2
We see that each element of the optimized phasor array is determined by the four nearest-neighbor array elements, with each term weighted by a connecting phasor and the squared modulus of a cross-spectrum. The influence of nearest neighbors is similar to that found in phase reconstruction algorithms for phase difference data sets, but in this case, automatic weighting of each nearest-neighbor occurs. 
We then sum over a selection of bispectrum planes,   l k, , in order to set a total error. The second line in Eq. (13) shows how each phasor error term is weighted.
In our second implementation, method TCA, we choose two bispectrum planes defined by 0 ,
This choice is similar to the unit shift used in Knox-Thompson. Once again, the object spectrum phasor array is taken to minimize the least-squares phasor error defined by
Again, we use the phasor condition,
, to obtain an error that only depends on the phasor array. The remaining steps minimize the error function with respect to the phasor array values. The procedure follows the outline given in Eq. (8) to Eq. (10). The resulting algorithm is very similar to the Knox-Thompson results illustrated in Fig. (1a) .
Our third implementation, method TCB, is based on four closely-spaced bispectrum planes with
. Here, the least-squares phasor error function is
Here again, the least-squares-best values for the phasor array result from taking the derivative of this error with respect to every   n m P , and setting the result to zero. This again leads to an iterative procedure that minimizes this error. The details parallel the path leading from Eq. (8) to Eq. (10). The final weighted least-squares-best algorithm is graphically illustrated in Fig. (1b) .
RECONSTRUCTION RESULTS
In the simulations, we will assume that the only aberrations are those introduced by atmospheric turbulence, setting the ratio of the telescope diameter, D, to the Fried Parameter, r 0 , equal to ten. 12 We could also generalize the simulations to include static and dynamic telescope aberrations. Additionally, we assume that the focal-plane detector array is photonnoise limited, so that we neglect dark-current, as well as read noise. Also, we only process the data on (64x64) pixel elements. We fix the final
/# of the telescope and the pixel size, so that the diffraction-limited, point-spread function is resolved,
. In all cases, we used the same speckle-derived modulus, while each phasor reconstructor used the algorithms described for KT, TCA and TCB in the last section. In each case, we applied the diffraction-limited optical transfer function for the telescope to the object spectrum reconstruction prior to applying an inverse FFT.
In the examples that follow, convergence to the final phasor array required approximately two thousand iterations of the 2 N coupled nonlinear equations given by Eq. (10). We always continue the self-consistent iterations until the phasor array elements are converged and unchanging; this stationary point corresponds to the minimum of the error function.
First, we implemented the methods on a simple four-star asterism at low photon-per-frame light levels. For each case, we used an ensemble of two hundred short-exposure frames with five hundred photons per frame. Figs. (2a, 2b) show a single frame diffraction-limited asterism image with photon noise, as well as the long-term aberrated image. The reconstruction results are shown in Figs. (2c-2e) . In this case, all of the methods offered acceptable reconstructions.
Next, we reconstructed a more complicated and extended object at higher light levels. We used an ensemble of two hundred short-exposure frames, but increased the photons per frame to ten thousand. Figs. (3a, 3b) show a single-frame, diffraction-limited image with photon noise, as well as the long-term aberrated image. The reconstruction results are shown in Figs. (3c-3e) . For this extended object, the differences between the three speckle reconstruction approaches are more pronounced, with KT and the closely-related TCA giving the best results and TCB the worst.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The phasor-based error functions, Eqs. While the phasor-based error functions, Eqs. (7), (13), (14) and (15), have a strong intuitive appeal, it is always possible that other error functions could be tried. However, once we have selected an error function, the phasor-based methods described here will locate a true minimum. 
